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Summary. The paper presents a solution for the development of a forecast regarding the annual medium gross 
income obtained from the use of the rural area – agriculture and forestry – to point out the present limits of the 




The rural economy consists in the total activities which are carried out in the rural 
space. Unlike the urban economy, the rural economy has a series of specific features 
ascertained by the territorial dispersion, the dominance of the agricultural and forest economy 
and the  exploitation of the mineral resources. 
 The features of the rural economy are settled by the general development standard of the 
country. Thus, in the medium development standard countries, the rural agricultural economy 
has low performances, mostly with sustenance or semi-sustenance feature, with a low level of 
the labour occupancy. These countries have to bear an accelerated program for economic re-
launching based on the evaluation of  the present economic potential with a view  to 
sustainable capitalization of the natural and social opportunities. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
The rural economic potential is made of the opportunities offered by each segment of 
the activity: agriculture, live stock, forestry – from each use, agricultural and food products or 
raw materials for different industries are obtained. 
The low performance standard of the rural areas with different natural handicaps should 
be estimated by the calculation of the annual medium gross income obtained from the segment 
of the activity in order to establish the development program categories which have to be 
implemented and the priority order (urgency) to launch them in the territory. 
The economic estimation of the specific activities requires a laborious activity based on 
a large number of data, sometimes difficult to find. For this reason, we have tried to develop a 
software which is able to forecast the annual medium gross income using the existent 
parameters in the common statistics as input data.  
The fundamental data for the software development come from a number of 14 
localities placed in Cricovul Sarat hydrographical basin, Prahova County, underdeveloped area 
due to natural and social causes. 
                                                                  
                    Table 1 
 




Gross income (Є/%) obtained from: Total gross 
income  
Є 







cultivation Gardening Live stock Forest Є/ha Є/inhabitant 
Boldeşti  
Grădiştea 606.478/32 55.500/4 1.217.370/64 - 1.879.348 3939 477 1088 
Apostolache 635.868/39 82572/5 854.068/51 96.948/5 1.669.456 2027 823 720 
Sălciile 82.198/8 102.120/10 727.503/70 124.074/12 1.035.895 2027 511 475 
Dumbrava 1.795.608/52 10.700/1 1.560.624/45 93.332/5 3.460.264 6356 544 772 
Podenii Noi 865.530/44 159.640/8 896.493/46 26.685/2 1.948.348 3757 518 414 
Baba Ana 2.555.625/54 56.540/1 2.123.742/45 184/- 4.736.098 7887 600 1091 
UrlaŃi 1.163/880/38 1.598.197/53 271.500/9 636/- 3.034.213 4367 694 262 
Ceptura 1.194.165/53 663.275/29 328.960/15 64.407/3 2.250.807 4705 478 524 
BălŃeşti 531.536/40 221.165/17 329.284/24 251.262/19 1.333.247 3666 363 375 
Gornet Cricov 471.500/58 117.914/15 190.098/23 28.728/4 808.240 2749 294 313 
Valea 
Călgărească 1.042.368/34 1.461.341/48 484.050/16 63.807/2 3.051.566 5208 586 293 
Gornet 332.246/49 117.360/17 181.954/26 49.402/8 680.967 2130 320 258 
Surani 89.872/28 89.976/28 48.350/15 91.281/29 319.479 1595 200 216 
Iordăcheanu 560.520/36 232.870/15 295.488/19 473.67/30 1.562.549 5492 284 352 
  Medium value 140% 18% 33 9 1.983.610 3.993 478 511 
 
Looking to the table no.1, we can notice that the annual medium gross income in the 
agricultural-forest area varies between 200 €/ ha in Surani area and 823 €/ ha in Apostolache. 
Based on these calculation, an analyse of the causes which determine the level of the gross 
income can be done, settling the intervention directions to follow and the concrete action 
programs. Thus, for Surani area, it is suggested that the arable surface should be cultivated 
more effective in order to obtain bigger revenues and the grass-lands and hay fields, with high 
weight in the agricultural land should provide a more substantial fodder basis to lead to the 
increase of the live stock income which is very low in present. 
Both for the sustainable use of the arable land and grass-land and hay fields, concrete 
technical and management measures, known by the specialists, can be detailed. 
 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Based on the input data presented in the table no. 2, a software was developed, which 
coursing led to the finding of the linear coefficients and square coefficients (Card no. 1), 
obtaining a correlation ration of 0,99 without being able to test the square correlation 
significance because a larger number of data than the number of the localities in the studied 
area were needed. (Card no. 2). 
 
                                                                                                                                         Table no. 2 
                         
PRESENT ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF THE RURAL AREA IN CRICOVUL SĂRAT 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN 
 
• 10 REM"DATE FLORIN1"   
• 20 REM"NR.VARIABILE X ESTE M " 
• 30 M=6 
• 40 REM"NR.VALORI X,Y ESTE N " 
• 50 N=14 
• 60 REM"DATE X1 " suprafata teritoriului administrativ ,ha 
• 70 DATA 3939,2027,3980,6356,3757,7887,4367,4705,3666,2794,5208,2130,1595,5492 
• 80 REM"DATE X2 "  suprafata agricola,ha 
• 90 DATA 1785,1433,2401,2379,2353,4749,1810,2056,1724,1611,2305,1389,967,1539 
• 100 REM"DATE X3 " suprafata arabila, ha 
• 110 DATA 1153,612,2146,1956,1062,4089,795,1071,956,575,1424,542,137,863 
• 120 REM"DATE X4 "  suprafata  padurilor,ha 
• 130 DATA 50,84,92,10,307,55,1483,617,355,107,1337,360,276,319 
• 140 REM"DATE X5 " suprafata plantatiilor viti-pomicole,ha 
• 150 DATA 1727,2319,2179,4476,4702,4341,11587,4290,3555,2579,10386,2643,1473,4435 
• 160 REM"DATE X6 "" populatia stabila, numar locuitori 
• 170 DATA 0,526,3,510,606,1,173,352,1373,157,349,520,499,2979 
• 180 REM"DATE Y "  venit mediu annual brut total, euro/ha 
• 190 DATA 1053,1336,618,1646,1055,1229,1824,1293,859,715,1526,694,475,915 
 
      Card no.1 
 
SOFTWARE FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE ANNUAL MEDIUM GROSS INCOME 
OBTAINED FROM RURAL AREA USE (2) 
• ASTEPTAłI REZULTATELE... 
 R E Z U L T A T E : 
 ******************* 
• LISTA COEFICIENłI FUNCTIE DE REGRESIE PĂTRATICĂ: 
 ================================================ 
• TERMENUL LIBER ESTE W=-7.629,612 
 --------------------------- 
• LISTA COEFICIENłILOR LINIARI: 
 ------------------------------ 
• V(1)=-1,672609; V(2)= 4,06766; V(3)= 5,086944; V(4)=-9,403404; V(5)= 2,439382; V(6)= 7,145933 ; 
 
• LISTA COEFICIENTILOR PĂTRATICI: 
 -------------------------------- 
• U(1;1)=-6,709914E-05; U(1;2)=-4,126372E-04; U(1;3)= 7,775879E-04; U(1;4)= 6,601131E-03; 
U(1;5)= 4,679398E-04; U(1;6)=-1,618412E-03 ;  
• U(2;2)= 1,275557E-03; U(2;3)=-9,141655E-04;  U(2;4)=-9,117468E-03; U(2;5)=-0,0015197; U(2;6)= 
8,381482E-04 ; 
• U(3;3)=-3,172545E-03; U(3;4)=-1,656922E-02; U(3;5)= 1,678336E-03; U(3;6)=-1,444858E-02; 
• U(4;4)= 1,756159E-02; U(4;5)=-2,562437E-03; U(4;6)= 2,115337E-02 ; 
• U(5;5)=-1,160066E-04; U(5;6)= 1,645861E-03 ; 
• U(6;6)=-8,525599E-04 ; 




SOFTWARE FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE ANNUAL MEDIUM GROSS INCOME 
OBTAINED FROM RURAL AREA USE (4) 
• CALCULATION AND TEST OF THE CORRELATION RATIO 
• ----------------------------------- 
• RESIDUAL VARIATION IS  SPAY.X =  0,845199 
• TOTAL VARIATION IS SPAT =  2.144.030 
• CORRELATION RATIO IS  RC = 0,9999998 
• FOR TESTING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SQUARE CORRELATION AT THE M =  6 
• EXISTENT CHARACTERS< MUST BE A NUMBER N >=  29  POLL DATA 
• TESTING OF THE SIGNIFICNCE OF THE SQUARE CORRELATION CAN NOT BE DONE 
• DO YOU WISH TO MAKE A FORECAST ? (YES / NO) ? 
 
However, the calculated values by the software are extremely closed to the input data 




SOFTWARE FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE ANNUAL MEDIUM GROSS INCOME 
OBTAINED FROM RURAL AREA USE (3) 
OBSERVED VALUES Y        EXPECTED VALUES YC           DIFFERENCES DY  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
• 1.053                          1.053,15                                   -0,15 
• 1.336                 1.336,066                  -0,066 
• 618                       617,854                                0,146 
• 1.646                  1.646,075                  -0,075 
• 1.055                   1.055,013                  -0,013 
• 1.229                   1.228,812                   0,188 
• 1.824                   1.824.027                 -0,027 
• 1.293                   1.292,903                   0,097 
• 859                       858,828                    0,172 
• 715                        714,78                      0,22 
• 1.526                    1.526,128                -0,128 
• 694                        694,718                    -0,718 
• 475                        474,668                     0,332 
• 915                        915,161                    -0,161 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 




The global and on activity sectors estimation of the rural areas economic potential 
represents the basic element for the substantiation of the programs regarding the rural 
development. 
With a view to this goal, a software was developed, which allows the calculation of 
the annual medium gross income obtained from the use of the rural area and of the economic 
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